Learning suitable and well-performing dialogue behaviour in statistical spoken dialogue systems has been in the focus of research for many years. While most work which is based on reinforcement learning employs an objective measure like task success for modelling the reward signal, we propose to use a reward based on user satisfaction. We will show in simulated experiments that a live user satisfaction estimation model may be applied resulting in higher estimated satisfaction whilst achieving similar success rates. Moreover, we will show that one satisfaction estimation model which has been trained on one domain may be applied in many other domains which cover a similar task. We will verify our findings by employing the model to one of the domains for learning a policy from real users and compare its performance to policies using the user satisfaction and task success acquired directly from the users as reward.
Introduction
For modelling the decision-making component of a spoken dialogue system (SDS), the dialogue policy, different approaches exist. A very prominent one is to model the problem as a (partially observable) Markov decision process ((PO)MDP) using reinforcement learning (RL) to learn the optimal system behaviour. In RL, the policy π is trained to make decisions so that a potentially delayed objective (the reward function) is maximised. For information-seeking dialogues, most existing work uses task success as principal component of the reward function.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that user satisfaction (US) may be used as a reward to learn dialogue policies which not only maximise US but also lead to high task success rates. We argue that training a system to maximise US is a good alternative to task success (TS) for the following reasons:
1. User satisfaction represents the user's view of the interaction while task success represents the system's view. However, it is the user who ultimately decides whether to continue using the system or not. In fact, task success has been used in prior work precisely because it does correlate well with user satisfaction [1] . 2. User satisfaction-in contrast to TS-may be linked to interaction phenomena which are independent of the user's goal [2] and hence, no prior knowledge of the goal or any other domain dependent information is required. 3. As user satisfaction is independent of application domain information, the use of an estimator of user satisfaction has the potential to generalize well across domains. Thus, learning dialogue policies for new, previously unseen domains becomes much easier. Figure 1 : The proposed RL framework integrating an interaction quality reward estimator. The policy learns to take action at at time t while being in state st and receiving reward rt.
In this contribution, the emphasis lies on the second and third item. Following up on previous work [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , interaction quality (IQ)-a less subjective version of user satisfaction 1 -will be used as reward estimator. The estimation model is based on domain-independent, interaction-related features which do not have any information available about the goal of the dialogue. The model has been trained on manually annotated dialogue turns of a bus information system achieving an accuracy of 0.89 2 . The proposed RL framework is shown in Figure 1 . It has previously been applied for in-domain experiments and simulated evaluation [7] . In this paper, we will complete the work by using a modified reward function to show its domain-independence and the resulting high potential to be applicable for learning in unseen domains. Moreover, the estimator is used in an experiment where the policy is learned through interaction with real humans.
Most of previous work focuses on employing task success as the main reward signal [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . However, task success is usually only computable for predefined tasks e.g., through interactions with simulated or recruited users, where the underlying goal is known in advance. To overcome this, the required information can be requested directly from users at the end of each dialogue [17] . However, this can be intrusive, and users may not always cooperate.
An alternative is to use a task success estimator [18, 15, 16] . With the right choice of features, these can also be applied to new and unseen domains [19] . However, these models still attempt to estimate completion of the underlying task, whereas our model evaluates the overall user experience.
In this paper, we show that an interaction quality reward estimator trained on dialogues from a bus information system will result in well-performing dialogues both in terms of success rate and user satisfaction on five other domains, while only using interaction-related, domain-independent information, i.e., not knowing anything about the task of the domain.
Others have previously introduced user satisfaction into the reward [20, 21, 22, 23] by using the PARADISE framework [24] . However, to derive user ratings within that framework, users have to answer a questionnaire which is usually not feasible in real world settings. To overcome this, PARADISE has been used in conjunction with expert judges instead [25, 26] to enable unintrusive acquisition of dialogues. However, the problem of mapping the results of the questionnaire to a scalar reward value still exists. Furthermore, PARADISE assumes a linear dependency between measurable parameters and user satisfaction whereas a non-linear dependency might be more appropriate [27] . Therefore, we use interaction quality [2] in this work because it uses scalar values applied by experts and assumes a non-linear dependency between measurable parameters and the target value.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the interaction quality reward estimation module is presented in detail. Section 3 contains the simulated experiments on several domains as well as an experiment with paid subjects. The findings are discussed in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Interaction Quality Reward Estimation
In this work, we propose to use interaction quality (IQ) [2] as a reward estimator for learning information-seeking dialogue policies. IQ represents a less subjective variant of user satisfaction: instead of being acquired from users directly, experts annotate pre-recorded dialogues to avoid the large variance that is often encountered when users rate their dialogues directly [2] .
IQ is defined on a five-point scale from five (satisfied) down to one (extremely unsatisfied). To derive a reward from this value, the equation
is used where RIQ describes the final reward. It is applied to the final turn of the dialogue of length T with a final IQ value of iq. Thus, a per-turn penalty of −1 is added to the dialogue outcome. This results in a reward range of 19 down to −T which is consistent with related work [9, 19, 16 , e.g.] in which binary task success (TS) was used to define the reward as:
where 1TS = 1 only if the dialogue was successful, 1TS = 0 otherwise. RT S will be used as a baseline. The problem of estimating IQ is cast as a classification problem where the target classes are the distinct IQ values. The input consists of domain-independent variables called interaction parameters. These parameters incorporate information from the automatic speech recognition (ASR) output and the preceding system action. Based on this information, which is available at every turn, temporal features are computed taking sums, means or counts from the turn-based information for a window of the last 3 system-user-exchanges 3 and the complete dialogue (see Fig. 2 ). This results in a feature set of 16 parameters as shown in Table 1 .
As training data, the LEGO corpus [28] is used which consists of 200 dialogues (4,885 turns) from the Let's Go bus information system [29] . There, users with real needs are able to call the system to get information about the bus schedule. Each turn of these 200 dialogues has been annotated with IQ (representing the quality of the dialogue up to the current turn) by three 3 a system turn followed by a user turn experts. The final IQ label has been assigned using the median of the three individual labels.
The estimation model was trained using a support vector machine [30, 31] achieving an unweighted average recall 4 (UAR) of 0.55 with 10-fold cross-validation. However, missing the correct estimated IQ value by only one has little impact for modelling the reward, and if neighbouring values are taken into account, the model achieves an accuracy of 0.89.
As a comparison, previous work has used the LEGO corpus with a full IQ feature set (which includes additional partly domain-related information) and this achieves a UAR of 0.55 using ordinal regression [32] , 0.53 using a two-level SVM approach [33] , and 0.51 using a hybrid-HMM [34] . Human performance on the same task is 0.69 UAR [2] .
Experiments and Results
The proposed IQ reward estimation framework (Fig. 1) was evaluated on several domains within a simulated environment. Furthermore, the simulated results were validated by applying the framework to one of the domains and learning the policy directly through interaction with real humans.
Experimental Setup
To train and evaluate the proposed framework, a policy model based on the GP-SARSA algorithm [9] is used. This is a valuebased method that uses a Gaussian process to approximate the state-value function. As it takes into account the uncertainty of the approximation, it is very sample efficient and may even be used to learn a policy directly through real human interaction [17] . The decisions of the policy are based on a summary space representation of the dialogue state tracker. In this work, the focus tracker [35] -an effective rule-based tracker-is used. The policy may choose out of a set of summary actions which are based on general intents like request, confirm or inform. The exact number of system actions varies for the domains and ranges from 16 to 25.
The IQ reward estimator is evaluated against the baseline of using the traditional reward function based on task success (TS). While IQ needs to be estimated, TS can be computed by comparing the outcome of each dialogue with the pre-defined goal. Of course, this is only possible in simulation and when evaluating with paid subjects. This goal information is not available to the IQ estimator, nor is it required.
To measure the dialogue performance, the task success rate (TSR) and the average interaction quality (AIQ) are measured: the TSR represents the ratio of dialogues for which the system was able to provide the correct result. AIQ is calculated based on the estimated IQ at the end of each dialogue.
Domain-independent Learning from Simulation
For the simulation experiments, the performance of the trained polices on five different domains was evaluated: Cambridge Hotels and Restaurants, San Francisco Hotels and Restaurants, and Laptops. The complexity of each domain is shown in Table 2 and compared to the LetsGo domain (the domain the estimator has been trained on).
The dialogues were created using PyDial [36] which contains an implementation of the agenda-based user simulator [37] with an additional error model to simulate the required semantic error rate (SER) caused in the real system by the noisy speech channel. For each domain, both reward models are compared on three SERs: 0%, 15%, and 30%. Hence, for each domain and for each SER, policies have been trained using 1,000 dialogues followed by an evaluation step of 100 dialogues. The results in Table 3 were computed based on the evaluation step averaged over three train/evaluation cycles with different random seeds.
The results nicely show the successful evaluation of the policies using the IQ reward estimator in terms of TSR and AIQ. For the domains CR, CH, SR, and SH, the TSRs of RIQ are very similar to the TSRs of RT S for an SER of 0%. This slightly degrades for higher SERs. This behaviour may be attributed to the following two reasons: the more the source domain (LetsGo) of the estimator and the target domain differ, the more the results differ in terms of TSR. Furthermore, the higher the noise, the more the policy has to focus on success 5 . Naturally, as only the IQ-based model is aware of the IQ concept and indeed is trained to optimise it, the results show that the AIQs are better throughout the experiments.
In comparison to the task success estimator proposed by Vandyke et al. [19] who trained the estimator on CR and applied it to SF and SH achieving comparable results, the model proposed here does not require the maximum number of slots to be defined, i.e., the features which have been used for the user satisfaction estimator are independent of the slots.
Learning from Real Humans
For learning a policy directly from the interaction with real humans, the CR domain was used. Using the Amazon Mechanical Turk, subjects were recruited to talk to the telephone-based dialogue system. At the end of each dialogue, users were asked two questions. The first was a yes/no question targeting the dialogue success ("Have you found all the information you were looking for?") which has been used as the baseline for RT S . As this label is noisy, only the dialogues where this subjective success label matches the objective success were used for policy training [17] (obj = subj).
A second baseline was also included: directly acquiring a user satisfaction (US) rating from the users after each dialogue. For this, the second question posed was: "How satisfied are you with the interaction?" The users were able to respond on a sixpoint scale: 6=very satisfied, 5=satisfied, 4=generally ok, 3=un-satisfied, 2=very unsatisfied or 1=extremely unsatisfied. This rating was converted to a reward in correspondence with RIQ:
Hence, each dialogue was also evaluated using the average user satisfaction (AUS). Two policies were trained for each reward function. The learning curves show moving TSR, moving AIQ and moving AUS and are presented in Figure 3 . Each value in the graphs is calculated using the respective previous 120 training dialogues averaged over the three trials.
The results show that RIQ may successfully be used for learning through interactions with real users. It achieves the same TSR compared to the baseline of RT S while resulting in better results for AIQ. Furthermore, the results for moving AUS indicate a slightly better user satisfaction compared to RT S .
The second baseline of using RUS also resulted in competitive results showing a similar TSR as RIQ and RT S whilst resulting in slightly better AUS. This indicates that for a problem as defined by the CR domain, using user satisfaction directly as a learning signal is also a viable option for learning policies.
Figures 4 and 5 show two successful example dialogues for the models trained with RT S and RIQ, respectively. One effect of training with RIQ was a reduced number of system repetitions (which may be linked to the RePrompt? feature).
Discussion
A key aspect of this work to emphasise is that the estimator works without any knowledge about the domain. So, in contrast to task success estimators [15, 19] , it does not use the dialogue state as input. Simply by using parameters encoding interaction characteristics, a dialogue policy was trained to achieve not only good US (which it is optimised on) but also a good TSR.
One limitation of the proposed IQ reward estimator is that it requires manual annotation of dialogues with interaction quality labels. These labels incur a higher annotation cost than success labels. However, for this work, a total of only 200 annotated dialogue were sufficient to create a model that was able to be used on several different domains. In contrast, training a task success estimator based on recurrent neural networks typically requires 1,000 annotated dialogues [15, 19] .
Conclusion
This work has shown that employing a user satisfaction reward estimator for learning dialogue policies without any knowledge about the domain can yield good performance in terms of both task success rate and (estimated) user satisfaction. This has been demonstrated by training the reward estimator on a bus information domain and applying it to learn dialogue policies in five different domains (Cambridge restaurants and hotels, San Francisco restaurants and hotels, Laptops) in a simulated experiment. Moreover, the estimator has successfully been applied to learning dialogue policies in the domain of finding a restaurant in Cambridge through interaction with real users.
For future work, the problem of degrading performance if the noise level increases should be tackled. One possible solution would be to have a combination of success and satisfaction as the reward. In addition, active learning will be investigated to mitigate the requirement for IQ annotated training data.
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